ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Stroke is a leading cause of movement disability in the U.S. and Europe [1] . Improving treatment of movement disability af- * Address all correspondence related to this paper to this author.
ter stroke is a societal goal of major importance that is receiving intense interest from many domains of medical and engineering research, in part because the number of people requiring movement training after stroke is large and increasing, but also because there is increasing evidence that the motor system is plastic following stroke and can be influenced by motor training [2] . One of the domains being explored is robotic therapy [3] . Robotic devices have the potential to help automate repetitive training after stroke in a controlled fashion. One paradigm being explored is to develop robotic devices that attach to the limbs of patients and help them reproduce desired movements as they interact with computer games or in a virtual environment. Initial clinical results with this approach are positive but modest [4] . Patients can significantly improve their movement ability with training on such devices, but the improvements typically produce only a small change in functional ability, if any. Results from applying this approach to patients in the sub-acute phase of stroke appear better [5] [6] [7] , perhaps because the brain has added capacity for plasticity earlier after stroke [8] . However, in both the subacute and chronic phases an important goal is to try to improve the benefits of robotic therapy, by building on the initially positive results [9] .
Two potential ways to improve the effectiveness of robotic therapy are 1) to build robotic devices that allow more natural movements and 2) to build robotic devices that are more compliant when they assist patients in moving. The rationale for building robotic devices that allow more natural movements is that motor training shows specificity of learning; that is, people improve most at the movements they practice [10] . If the goal is to have people improve in their ability to make functional movements, then it would seem best to have patients practice functional movements. But functional movements typically use a large number of degrees of freedom of the arm and hand, thus requiring the development of more sophisticated, multiple degreesof-freedom robotic therapy devices. Recent examples of device development along this line include [7, [11] [12] [13] [14] The second potential approach to improve robotic therapy is to make robotic assistance during movement training more compliant. Compliance has long been recognized as a desirable feature for robotic therapy, for example to promote safe humanrobot interactions [15] . Another rationale for using compliant robotic devices is that compliance preserves the causal relationship between patient effort and resulting arm movement, even when robotic assistance is provided. If the patient has the ability to influence the way an ongoing movement occurs, this may encourage patient engagement and effort. For example, a study of patient effort when training in a non-compliant robotic gait training device found that the patient consumed less energy than when compared with training with the compliant arms of a human therapist [16] . Compliance may also help stimulate the motor learning process, since compliance allows patients to make movement errors, and errors drive the motor learning process [10, 17, 18] .
Note that these two goals -to make robots that allow more naturalistic movement and to make robots that are also compliant -are in some ways at odds with each other. It is straightforward to assist patients in making movements in a wide workspace against gravity using a relatively stiff robot. However, assisting in such movements using a compliant robot requires more complex control strategies that model the forces applied by the environment to the arm. This paper describes a method for improving the model-based, compliant control of a rehabilitation robot.
ADAPTIVE CONTROL WITH FORGETTING
A recently proposed method for maintaining compliance while assisting post-stroke patients in achieving desired arm movements is to use a standard adaptive controller that has been modified with a forgetting term [14, 19] . The adaptive controller uses a measurement of tracking error to build a model of the forces needed to assist the arm in moving. In the implementation of [14] , the model is represented as a function of the position of the arm, using radial basis functions whose parameters are updated with a standard adaptive control law.
Building a model of the forces needed to move the arm allows the robot to be made more compliant, since the robot need no longer rely solely on position feedback to decrease tracking error. However, [14] found that when stroke patients interacted with the standard adaptive controller, they tended to allow the controller to take over, reducing their own effort. This problem was addressed by modifying the standard adaptive controller to include a forgetting term that continuously attempts to reduce the assistance forces from the robot. Essentially, the resulting controller models the forces needed to assist the patient, as learned from tracking errors, and reduces its effort with time on an exponential basis.
Specifically, the control method provides an assistive robot force that is the sum of the force from the model and a proportional derivative controller according to:
where x and x d are the current and the desired (planned) location of patient's hand, K P and K D are the proportional and derivative gain matrices, whereas the regressor matrix Y (with p grid points, n degrees of freedom) is
where g is the (p × 1) vector of Gaussian radial basis functions, defined as
where g i is the i − th radial basis function, µ i is the location of the i−th function and σ is a scalar smoothing constant that determines the width of the basis function. In this way, the regressor matrix is a function of position only. The magnitudes of the radial basis functions are updated as followṡ
where the sliding surface s is given by
The first term of equation (4) implements an exponential decay in the radial basis function amplitudes with forgetting time constant τ, and therefore decays the assisting force from the model when tracking error is small. The second term of equation (4) adjusts the radial basis function amplitudes based on tracking errors with adaptive gain Γ, in order to construct the representation of the forces needed to assist in achieving accurate arm movements.
Limitations to Achieving Compliance with Adaptive Control
A limitation of such an approach is that the adaptive gain must be large enough to rapidly change the model for different target movements, which effectively decreases the compliance of the robot. In particular, the effective stiffness G P of the controller can be calculated as follows:
which is obtained by substituting (4) into the derivative of (1) (see [14] for details). From this equation, it can be seen that the parameters of the adaptive controller, including the adaptive update rate Γ and the forgetting time constant τ, influence the effective stiffness of the controller.
Note that the required assisting forces change from movement to movement. For example, the assisting forces depend on the movement direction. The adaptive controller must therefore update the model of the forces relatively quickly when movement direction changes in order to still achieve accurate movements. A faster parameter update rate Γ translates into a higher effective stiffness, as equation (6) shows. Thus, with this controller, there is an inherent tradeoff between achieving accurate movements and maintaining compliance.
In this paper, two improvements of the assist-as-needed adaptive control algorithm are presented that address this tradeoff by using movement-specific models. The results with the improved controllers are compared to the original control system in simulations.
MULTIPLE a-VECTOR ADAPTIVE CONTROL
A first modification of the control algorithm consists in using independentâ vectors of parameter estimates for different target movements. In this way, independent models of assistance force are built for different portions of the trajectory. This choice leads to parameter estimates that become more stabilized with time, and whose variation with time can be controlled by choosing a proper forgetting time constant for the exponential decay.
In the original version of the controller developed by [14] ., the regressor matrix Y is a function of position only. For this reason, time-dependent changes of the adaptive force in a specific target position can be obtained only through a variation of the model, which in turn can be yielded by a suitably high Γ gain. This is the case, for example, of an exercise in which the patient is requested to reach multiple targets from the same starting point: since the target trajectory passes through the starting point several times requiring different robot forces, the parameter estimates in that region of the workspace must change during the execution of each repetition of the exercise. So, we can say that the robot cannot learn a single model of the forces required to assist the exercise in that point of the workspace.
To illustrate this issue, we simulated a task in which the robot must repeatedly move a 1kg mass back and forth along a horizontal trajectory in the presence of gravity. The mass models the combined mass of the robot and the patient's arm, and the patient is assumed for simplicity to be completely paralyzed: i.e. the robot must learn how to move the mass on its own. We assumed the desired trajectory is a minimum jerk trajectory starting at P 1 = (0, 0) and ending at P 2 = (0.25m, 0), and that the forward motion lasts 3s, and the backward motion between the same two points lasts 2s. Control gains were chosen to be K P = 10N/m, K D = 35Ns/m and Γ = 0.01m/N. Figure 1 shows the evolution of robot force and of a-vector parameters after the robot has performed the movement 15 times, continuously updating the model. The plot show the forces and a-vector parameters in the x (horizontal) direction, and were obtained with no forgetting (τ → ∞). The top plot depicts the force required to complete the task (black line), the adaptive force (green line), the PD force (red line) and the total force produced by the robot (blue line). The bottom plot depicts the evolution of the adaptive parameters with time during a single movement, showing that the controller must continuously vary the model of the forces during the movement in order to follow the target trajectory.
By splitting the trajectory into several point-to point movements and by using independent parameter estimates for each segment of the trajectory, we can get a stabilization of the parameter estimates for each trajectory segment (i.e., the robot builds an independent stable representation of the assistance force model for each target movement). Figure 2 shows how this concept can be applied to the sample trajectory of figure 1: after 15 movements, two models are built by the adaptive controller, one for the forward motion and one for the backward motion. The parameter estimates shown in the bottom plot do not vary as much during the movement using this approach.
A drawback of this approach is that a discontinuity in the adaptive force F r is produced every time a switch of the parameter estimate vectorâ occurs (in the case of figure 2, this happens for t = 0 and t = 3s). This problem can be solved by adding a correction term to the new parameters before switching the vectors. Letâ i be the parameter vector for the i − th target movement. The correction force needed to compensate for the discontinuity in the transition between the i − th and the (i + 1) − th target movements is
This amount of additional force can be produced by adding to vectorâ i+1 the following correction term
which is the minimum norm solution for equation Yâ corr = F corr , calculated by using the pseudo-inverse of the regressor matrix Y. In this way, the discontinuity is completely eliminated. This result is shown in Figure 3 . It is to be noticed that the norm of vectorâ corr tends to zero after very few repetitions of the trajectory. 
TIME-BASED ADAPTIVE CONTROL
Another way of improving the stabilization of parameter estimates is to employ a time-based Gaussian basis functions grid, so that the weight of each parameter changes with time rather than with end-effector position. To achieve this result, the following functions are used instead of the ones introduced in (3):
where t i is the location (instant) of the i − th Gaussian function. In this way, if the trajectory involves multiple positioning in the same point of the workspace, a different set of parameters will be employed to generate the adaptive force each time the target position is reached, since the target point is reached in a different instant (i.e. in a different location within the Gaussian basis functions grid). This kind of approach is well suited also for those parts of the trajectory in which end-effector velocity is very low. In this case, in fact, the Cartesian grid would require a change in parameter estimates to achieve a change in robot force. On the contrary, by using the time-based grid new parameters will be employed to generate the force as far as time changes, even if position does not. The final result is that the assistance force model does not need to change with time once learned (see Figure 4) . This approach can produce a discontinuity in robot force every time the trajectory is completed and a new repetition of the exercise starts. In fact, at the end of the trajectory the last components of vectorâ are employed to generate the force, whereas at the beginning of the next cycle the adaptive force is provided by the first ones 1 . To overcome this problem, a modified set of time-based Gaussian functionsg i can be employed:
where T is trajectory duration (cycle time) and 0 ≤ α ≤ 0.5 is a scalar factor that determines the amount of overlapping of the Gaussian functions at the boundaries of the cycle. For α = 0, no overlapping is obtained and the discontinuity in robot force still occurs. For α > 0, the first and last parameter estimates are employed together to calculate robot force at the beginning and at the end of the trajectory, producing a sort of continuity in the time-based grid. The amount of overlapping must be adjusted according to the value of the σ parameter: the higher the σ, the lower α can be employed. 
EFFECT OF USING MOVEMENT-SPECIFIC MODELS ON ROBOT COMPLIANCE
We analyzed the effect of the two improvements described above on the robot compliance needed to produce accurate tracking. The target trajectory was the same used in the previous sections (i.e. back-and-forth point-to-point motions of a 1kg mass in the horizontal direction). A grid with 49 points was employed both with the Cartesian-based controllers (7 × 7 equally spaced grid points in the xy plane, where x is horizontal and y is vertical) and with the time-based controller (49 equally spaced points in the time interval [0, 5s]). For the following figures, we allowed the controller to adapt for 15 movement repetitions.
We varied the controller parameters and plotted effective stiffness of the controller versus tracking error for each set of parameters. Specifically, we performed simulations with different Γ gains and different values of σ and τ, keeping all other control system parameters constant (in particular, K P = 10N/m and K D = 35Ns/m). As all the gain matrices of the controller were chosen diagonal, the effective controller stiffness along each degree of freedom can be written as
where K P , K D and γ = 1 Γ are the scalar control gains for the considered degree of freedom 2 .
In the next figures, two tracking performance parameters are plotted versus robot effective stiffness G P :
-the absolute mean deviation of the x component of sliding surface s
where s h is the h − th sample of s, whereas N is the number of samples considered in the simulation of each repetition of the target trajectory; this parameter entails the ability of the controller in following the trajectory against dynamic loads; -the mean y coordinate of the end effector m y , which describes the ability of the controller in maintaining the end effector in horizontal position against gravity. the time-based controller. It is clear that neither robot stiffness nor the control algorithm chosen affected tracking error in the y direction, which was less than 0.02 cm for all simulations. This is because the force that the controller was required to learn in the vertical direction was a constant force (gravity). All three controllers learned this force accurately. Figure 6 plots the horizontal tracking error s x versus G P for the same simulations of Figure 5 , showing that tracking accuracy against dynamic loads can be increased by increasing G P or by introducing the modifications to the original control algorithm. In particular, the multiple-a controller produces better tracking at lower stiffness than the single-a controller, and the time-based controller is better than the multiple-a controller. As a result, by using the modified control algorithms robot compliance can be increased while still accurately achieving target movements. The results are similar in the case when forgetting is included in the controller (τ = 2s, Figure 7 ), except total error increases for all three controllers due to the forgetting. Figure 8 plots the vertical tracking error versus effective robot stiffness for the same simulations as in Figure 7 . This figure shows that, with the forgetting term (τ = 2s), tracking accuracy in the y direction is a function of G P , independent of the control algorithm used. Adding forgetting increases the vertical tracking error, but the amount of increase depends on the effective stiffness of the controller, not on the type of model it uses. 
WHILE TIME-BASED CONTROL (CROSSES) IS BETTER THAN THE MULTIPLE-A (ROUND SPOTS) CONTROLLER, WHICH IS BETTER THAN SINGLE-A CONTROLLER (SQUARE SPOTS).

CONCLUSION
This paper described a method for improving model-based adaptive control of compliant rehabilitation robots. The approach is to learn a model of the required assistive forces for each target movement, either by breaking the target movements into different spatial segments, or by representing the assistive forces as a function of time. We showed that this approach allows the robot to be more compliant while achieving the same amount of tracking error. This improvement in the compliance/tracking tradeoff occurs only in movement directions for which there are dynamically-changing forces, such as in the direction of movement itself.
The multiple model approach is more effective than the single model approach used here because the single model approach uses a position-dependent model, but the forces required to move the arm depend not only on position but also on velocity and acceleration. Thus, a single model learned for one robot position will not be appropriate for different movements passing through that position. As a result, the single model approach requires a high adaptive update rate to rapidly change the model for different movements, which in turn increases the effective stiffness of the controller. Using different models to assist in different movements allows the adaptive update rate to be lowered, which translates into increased compliance while still achieving the same tracking error. An alternate approach to those studied here would be to use a single model, but to represent the model as a function of velocity and acceleration as well as position. This would make more sense for a robot whose parameters do not vary much. Stroke patients, on the contrary, need a time-varying assistive force that is trajectory dependent and can not be parameterized easily in some other way like mass and damping can. Two other possible drawbacks of this approach would be the need for accurate velocity and acceleration signals, and a resulting exponential increase in model size with the number of dimensions represented. The use of movement-specific models increases the number of model parameters (but not the number of grid points and the size of the regressor matrix) linearly in the number of movements represented, or linearly in the total time duration of the movements for the time-based model. This approach is thus practical in terms of the total parameter size that would be required for rehabilitation exercises, in which a fixed sequence of a limited number of movements is typically prescribed.
The ultimate validation of this adaptive controller will depend on rigorous clinical testing with stroke patients. A key hypothesis to be evaluated is "Does increased compliance during robot-assisted movement training result in better clinical rehabilitation outcomes?" The controller described here provides a method for achieving lower compliance and thus will allow this hypothesis to be better evaluated.
